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4.

1. Daniel

: Can I have some cereals?

Waitress

: No, sorry. - - - - . Do you want some
pancakes?

Daniel

: Yummy! I love pancakes.

Waitress

: Tea?

Daniel

: Yes, please.

Nick

I like Turkish bagels,
cheese and apple
- - - - at breakfast. I
don’t like butter.

Which of the following completes the
conversation above?
A) It’s all gone

B) Enjoy it

C) No, thanks

D) Sure

Peter

I prefer omelette
and - - - - with
fruit. I dislike
salami.

Zack

2. The table shows Beatrice’s likes and dislikes.
I have - - - - sandwiches and
beans for breakfast.

✔

Which of the following words CANNOT you
use in any of the sentences above?

UNIT 2

✘
According to the table, which of the following
is CORRECT?

A) cereal

B) toast

C) sausage

D) juice

A) Beatrice likes drinking milk.
B) Beatrice doesn’t like pancakes, but she likes
tea.
C) Beatrice likes croissants, but she dislikes fried
eggs.

5.

D) Beatrice dislikes eating olives.

3. Carol : - - - - ?

I am Rick. I like jam, boiled eggs
and tea with milk for breakfast.
Which of the following shows Rick’s like?

Laura : No, I don’t like it.
Laura : I have a croissant.

A)
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Carol : - - - - ?
Laura : I like fruit juice.
Which of the following does NOT complete
the conversation above?
A) Do you like pastrami at breakfast

B)

C)

B) What do you have for breakfast
C) What do you like drinking
D) Do you think it’s healthy

D)
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Carol : - - - - ?

6.

English people eat sausages, mushrooms,
eggs and toasts. We also like baked beans.

Mr. Adam
We have cheese, butter, jam, salami,
tomatoes, cucumbers and bread for
breakfast in Germany.

Mrs. Müller
In France, we have croissants, coffee,
honey, jam and chocolate at breakfast.

Mrs. Trezeguet

9.

Betty’s
Breakfast
Menu

Alex’s
Breakfast
Menu

salami

olives

orange juice

honey

sausages

tomato

muffin

butter

bagel

coffee

They are talking about - - - - .

Which of the following is NOT correct
according to their breakfast menus?

A) nutritious food

B) daily routines

A) Alex likes drinking coffee.

C) breakfast habits

D) unhealthy food

B) Betty prefers junk food at breakfast.

7. Jim is preparing a vocabulary table, but there
are some mistakes in the table.
FOOD
cheese
fried eggs
hamburger
tomato juice

C) Alex prefers an unhealthy breakfast.
D) Betty likes eating muffins.

DRINKS
ice tea
orange juice
coffee
pancake

Find the ODD one according to the
categories.
A) cheese - coffee
B) tomato juice - pancake

10. The graph below shows the drink preferences of
the students in a class.

C) hamburger - ice tea
D) fried eggs - orange juice
pastrami - tomatoes - ? - ? - ? - jam honey - olives - egg - cheese

% 20

% 40

% 30

■ Espresso		

■ Ice Tea

■ Cappucino		

■ Latte

Which ones are missing according to the
breakfast menu above?

Which of the following is CORRECT
according to the graph?

A) salami, croissant, toasts

A) They don’t drink latte.

B) mushrooms, cucumbers, chocolate

B) They don’t like drinking ice tea.

C) butter, sausages, bread

C) They like espresso most.

D) cucumbers, salami, butter

D) Cappucino is very popular in this class.
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8.

% 10

